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lately, modders have been trying to implement ra 2 on current-gen
hardware, and creating new mods that work well with modern windows
versions. i've done my part, and you can get red alert 2 running on
current-gen hardware. yes, it's that simple. i feel that volkov would work
quite well as an ai for red alert 3. it can't be the highest cost unit, but it
can be the most expensive one. you would need to use the tank ai, but i
think this would be a good addition. klause remastered classic unit faction
german role commando armament automatic tank (cs) flamethrower (af)
high caliber pistol (af situation critical ) c4 properties hit points 1500 (cs)
700 (af) 5000 (af deus ex machina ) production cost 1500 (af) produced
by german barracks requires german hq (af) combat ground attack 70
damage he (cs) 50 damage mortar (af) speed 4 (af) 10 (af deus ex
machina ) attack range 6 sight range 9 (cs) 6 (af) 14 (af deus ex machina
) function abilities no splash damage (cs) overcharge (af) notes 30 points
for destruction this isn't an exhaustive list of all the mods that alter the
original ra2. some aren't made by westwood, and others alter different
aspects of the game. this is the list of mods that alter the game's single-
player campaign (or only add content to the campaign) and some of the
mods that change the multiplayer game. if you're looking for mods that
add new units or weapons, or change the way the single-player campaign
or multiplayer game works, click here.
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Following the addition of controls for vehicle units and the associated new
technology vehicles, Volkov would be the only Red Alert 2 unit of his type
to feature in the next game. However, the abilities of the successor title
Red Alert 3 were never enhanced to a similar extent and the third entry

has more than once been slated as not as good as its predecessors, partly
due to this. From a production point of view, the developer is not a typical

EA studio. Rather, it is CodeWeavers who have been working on the
development of the game, and released a Duke Nukem series spin-off,

Apocalypse in 2004 which used the game engine used in RA3 and RA3:TC.
And while it has never been officially remade, rumors of a proposed

sequel have persisted for years; CodeWeavers themselves have stated
that they are the only ones developing the game, though, last year, RA3
lead producer Brian Martell stated, on Red Alert Live! that RA3:TC would
remain the only official sequel. In July 2010, the first official mod for the

game, Red Alert 3 Mod, was published to Steam. It includes all new units,
buildings, battles, game modes and a story campaign. While it included
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many fixes and tweaks, such as allowing the use of Soviet techs and of
the original game weapons, it also contains a mod that replaces the

original Soviet Top-Secret Facility with the original Red Alert 2 unit, the
soldier Volkov. The pack thus introduced Volkov to a new generation of
players, similar to what DICE did with Battlefield 2 a few years earlier.

However, Volkov did not remain the only addition. Three additional ships
were added as DLC to RA3 Mod, one for each faction: the Vesuvius for the
Allies, the La Estranja for the Soviets and the Spetznaz for the Third Reich.
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